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Week  4

“And the LORD came, and stood, and called as at other times, Samuel, Samuel. Then

Samuel answered, Speak; for thy servant heareth.”  1 Sam 3:10

Impressions without expression lead to depression. And there is nothing more powerful

at connecting you to God and  others than being a powerful listener.

Part of our mortal journey is to learn when to speak up, when to be still and quiet, and

when to listen and hold space for others to solve their own battles.

Most people, simply want to be heard. When you use your voice you are more able to

discern your problems and create solutions.

When your voice feels trapped, you may discover depression settling in. Creativity is

apart of our mortality and over consumption dampens our creative capacity. Without

expression, our thoughts get trapped in the body and some of those thoughts can be

heavy and need to come out.

Other times you simply have messages others need to hear and it takes a lot of courage

to speak up and say the message in your soul.

This section is designed to strengthen your voice and give you courage to speak when

needed and to be still when needed.  It is especially designed to keep unclogging the

vessel to connect to heaven.  

Lift up your Voice
I'm In Unity/Immunity... 

Week 4 is a journey into learning to use your Sacred Right To Be Heard.



Week  4
Lift up your Voice

Mindset - Sacred Right To Be Heard

Movements - Warm-up, Learn Bridge Pose, Shoulder Stand, Plow.

Meditation -Speak the truth

Link to Meditation - www.mogamovement.com/

Day10 

Mindset - Lift Your Voice 

Movements - Warm-up, Learn Tree Pose, Dancer Pose, Warrior 3, 

Pistol Prep, Hip Strengtheners. 

Meditation -Say what you need to say 

Stepping Into Your Voice Worksheet

Day11 

Mindset -See Beyond 

Movements - Warm-up, Intro to Flow Design, Drishty Gaze

Meditation - Eye of Faith

Link to Meditation - www.mogamovement.com/

Day12 

I'm In Unity/Immunity 

Week 4 is a journey into learning to use your Sacred Right To Be Heard.
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Let Your Voice Be  Heard Worksheet 
Instructions

Have you ever  tried to speak but your voice felt trapped? Or you couldn't put

words to your feelings?

Sometimes, when you don't know how to speak what you need to say, writing

it out helps! It's taking a thought from your mind, and putting it on paper.

While listening to  "In Reverence", and "Revelation" by David Tolk, write down a

message you have always needed to speak, but haven't known how.

What's a message you want someone to know who's been in similar shoes

your have been?

What mountains have you overcome in your life and what have you learned

along the way?

What is a message you have needed to speak to someone but haven't been

able to put it into words?

After writing it out, take your paper to a tree, and speak it out loud. Doing so

can help develop your voice and create bravery inside you to speak the

messages on your heart and in your mind.

There is power in speaking up and using your voice.


